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Green school project
Environmental education
Student forums and conferences
Recognition of WPE excellent work by a partner college
Preparation for the up coming summer camp at Better World Cameroon.
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The months of May and June were marked by
the end of activities for both environmental
education (EE) and green school project in the
schools for the academic year 2011-2012.
These activities defined and concluded yet
another two months of intense activities after
the previous months of January-April
particularly marked by the student internship
program, the student excursion tour, EE in
schools, the big Yaoundé environmental
exhibition followed by the Douala exhibition and
the presentation of EE in some Douala schools,
the environmental talk organised with the
students of the environmental club of the University of Douala just to site a few.
In May, we were fully concerned with the
evaluation of the children, to check on the
impact of our year round education. We either
prepare environmental quiz to test their level
of understanding and mastering of the notion
of environmental protection, and also
evaluations were organised at the level of
theatre which permit children to express their
knowledge through oral dialogues with their
fellow mates. Their behaviours too changed a
lot as many modify the old habits of living in
the environment. Many children testified of
always keeping their homes need as their
classrooms and have also stop dropping dirt on the streets.
Here is an example of an evaluation process, children being asked to draw a representation of a
wild environment including all its elements. All the best children were encouraged with pencils
and pens, here is Raul distributing to kids pencils and their papers after an environmental quiz.
The children really proof to be more open for such exercises judging from their ability to
replicate on drawing a natural environment containing all its wild elements.

Here is WPE in MAPO’O bilingual nursery & primary school OBALA. Raul lecturing on the
important of animals to the forest and the reason not to consume them for extinction.
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The season’s activities continued with the regular visits of all the WPE partner schools and as a
tradition, the green school project was sidelined with EE activities. May was marked with
abundant rainfalls hence an ideal period for the planting of trees with children.

WPE always take to the field to show the children the way forward, they must first observe
how trees are being planted. This permit the children to learn first before participating properly in
the planting. In the course of doing this activity, the learn how to plant trees and also
understands the importance of these trees firstly to their immediate environment of the school
and secondly to the global problem of climate change.

This is often the ideal moment to educate the kids on a cause, we make them believe that they
are the solution to the problems of our dear environment and the only way to the solution is
through investing in such initiatives which counts.
In this school alone were planted
25 trees. The children as seen here
learn a lot from such direct
activities and always grow up with
modified characters in favour of the
protection of nature. Putting
children at the base is the best
option for a sustainable education
for a good future giving that each
child educated serves as a model
to several others in their localities.
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After the plantation of these trees in the schools, WPE ensures that the trees survived or check
on to see that the project is a success. This is done through regular control visits to schools to
verify the state of progress of the trees, alongside these control visits we decide together with
the school authorities measures to be taken should they are in risk of damage.
May was also concluded with the organisation of some student forums and conferences to
reflect and make a review on all what we have together discovered during the year in the whole
process of teaching and learning in environmental education.

During such learning forums and conferences, students are giving the room to present their own
vision, their own way of seeing the problem and bringing a solution. This permit us
environmental educators to adopt from their ideologies different methods of adhering to
modifications in the teaching of EE to the children and students. Such sessions also give the
students the opportunity to learn how to undertake personal and individual initiatives which are
always followed up by WPE team to see that their activities in their localities are successful
there by guaranteeing the success of the implementation of the EE project.

WPE
members
receiving in College
Bethlehem LEGRAND
a gift of honour for the
work.
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This was during the conclusion of our academic year activities in this particular partner school
situated in the FEBE village near Yaoundé. The special gift of honour was particularly offered
by the Principal and the proprietor of the college. They through their gift acknowledge and
encourage the important work of WPE and placed their college as a pilot school for all WPE
future projects. Such recognition and encouragement are very symbolic for our progression.

Education activities continued as well in June, here an education scene in the government
bilingual primary school BASTOS Yaoundé WPE educators Landry and Raul at work.

An educative environmental theatre designed for the children to act for the rest of the joint
classroom. Theatre by kids for kids is easier for the understanding of the main message, we
use this method to increase their chances of understanding environmental messages and
lessons.
Looking on the board is an environmental song
<<Nature Love>> a famous WPE song for the
children in the schools, children seen joyfully
singing the
song
and
expressing
their love for
n a t u r e .
Singing
is
also one of
the
most
important
method for
the teaching
of EE in schools. Children look at songs as the best means
of reminding themselves on what was taught.
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Inter-organisation relation and collaboration is one of the most important aspect in the
development and progression of an organisation. WPE has since it creation in 2008 been very
active on this plan, having been exchanging activities and services with some important
organisations around the Globe, Better World Cameroon (BWC) is one of such with which WPE
co-exist. Last August 2011 was organised an international summer camp in which WPE took
part in, it was also a once in a year time event where by participants from around the world
participated and share great experience in the protection and conservation of nature.

With yet another international summer camp in vision from the 1st -21st of August 2012, WPEBWC are already working hand in hand in it preparation process. We hold regular working
seminars and workshops to assure that something new are introduce in this year’s edition.

The international summer camp is always an occasion for the entire community to participate
and learn something for the benefit of nature and its conservation, children who are always at
the centre of such initiatives are as well the focus for the organisation of the event. It is open to
people from all age groups and professions because the notion of nature protection and
conservation concerns everyone without distinction on the planet. You can know more of the
international summer camp by contacting us through the links provided above, registration for
participation is very moderate.
Editor: Raul Awa Dickson
Much thanks to all WPE members, donors, volunteers and supporters.

